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ABSTRACT
This work presents a performance evaluation based on elaborated analytical expressions of error
probability for broadband access networkin the case of a combined technique of dense wavelength division
multiplexing (DWDM) and one dimensional optical orthogonal codes (1D-OOC). Optical sources with
relatively large spectrum has been considered and simulated.Besides the Multiple Access Interference
(MAI) at the receiver due to the access method which is optical code division multiple access (OCDMA),
the emitted radiation of these sources in a dense WDM communication link introduces additional
interference.Conventional correlation receiver (CCR) and parallel interference cancellation (PIC)
receiverlimitations are discussed. This paper has investigated the kind of optical sources with large
spectrum bandwidth which could be accepted for a targeted bit error rate (BER)and given number of users
inbroadband access network supporting DWDM with optical orthogonal codes.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Thanks to information and communication technology advances, increasingly large amount of
services and applications are offered to subscribers in telecommunication networks. More
recently, it has been shown that context sources could provide valuable information about
individuals and that can be used to drive adapted information to specific conditions and
preference of each user [1]. This trend leads to a mismatch between wired networks and data
traffic which becomes more and more important. It has become severe even with digital
subscriber lines technologies denoted by (x DSL). Up to now, optical fiber is the media which
presents the most capacity to enable this increasing data rate demand [2-10]. To overcome this
problem firstly critical in long distance communication context, fiber optic has been deployedin
transmission networks with technologies as synchronous optical network (SONET) and
synchronous digital hierarchy (SDH). The limiting capacity of cooper to face the bandwidth
demand has enabled the extension of fiber optic to access networks. But the slowly permeating of
the fiber in access networks is related to the cost of optoelectronic components and civil
engineering works of fiber deployment. In access network, fiber has been introduced first to
overcome transport network limitation delimited by central office and the cabinet. This solution is
known as FTTCab (Fiber To The Cab). The extension of fiber up to the curb corresponds to
FTTC (Fiber To The Curb). When the fiber has reachedthe building, it has been called FTTB
(Fiber To The Building). The FTTB technology assumed that cooper has been replaced by fiber
from the central office to the users premises. An access network exclusively using optical fiber as
media is depicted by FTTH/O (Fiber To The Home or Office). FTTH could be deployed based on
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different possible network topologies as point to point, loop … but the low cost FTTH solution is
passive optical network (PON). Many generations of PON equipment could be found in the
market : APON (Asynchronous transfer mode PON), BPON (Broadband PON), EPON (Ethernet
PON), GPON (Gigabit PON), GEPON (Giga Ethernet PON), 10GPON, 10GEPON, …FTTx and
PON have primarily used Time division multiple access (TDMA) to get benefit from the
bandwidth of the optical fiber in the access network. In order to improve bandwidth efficiency,
wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) has been combined to TDMAin next generation PON
(NG PON). Since the advent of 3G, optical code division multiple access (OCDMA) is also
considered as a potential solution of PON evolution to NG PON. OCDMA is the CDMA sharing
technology most applied to the context of optical access networks. This access method allows a
large number of users depending on the code length to sharea common fiber in the access
network.
A combined access technique as WDM/OCDMA has been assumed to achieve better bandwidth
efficiency in NG PON. One way of implementing WDM/OCDMA is to share an allocated
transmitting wavelength among N users which generatedsignal could be differentiated by optical
code spreading. Optical orthogonal codes performances have been investigated in many papers.
In these works, the optical sources are supposed to be free of interference due to the width of their
spectrum. The major drawback of using multiple sources with relatively wider spectrum width is
the introduction of additional interference coming from the data transmitted by the other sources
at the receiver bloc dedicated to a given transmitter source.
In this paper, two theoretical expressions of error probabilities for an opticalcommunication
linkwith two kinds of receivers and relatively large spectrum of optical sourcesin a combined
WDM/OOC system have been elaborated. By varying each parameter of the system, the effect of
interference due to the proximity of central wavelengths is evaluated.The rest of this paper is
organized as follows: Section 2 describes the considered WDM/OOC system architecture. In
Section 3, theoretical error probability expressions have been elaborated. Simulations and results
are provided in section 4. Then the paper ends with section 5 as Conclusion.

2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

∆λ

λ-1λo

λ+1

Fig. 1 OCDMA transmitting bloc descriptionFig. 2Optical sources spectrum

Fig. 1 depicts the transmitting bloc of the access network. A group of users allocated a maximum
number Nof optical orthogonal codes are supposed to transmit at the same wavelength. Their data
are differentiated thanks to the spreading codes. In this system,the spectrum width of the different
optical sources transmitting wavelength are supposed to overlap (Fig.2).
Each group of users sharing a given wavelength could belong to the same building. The
aggregation of these signals from different buildings (Fig.2) up to central office will be a
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wavelength division multiplexing signal.It will be composed of several wavelengths in a single
optical fiber in order to increase the capacity of the transmission link. On off keying modulation
is considered in this work.

Fig. 3 Wavelength division multiplexing system description

At the receiver side, an appropriate common optical filter at each buildingor WDM
demultiplexeris placed before photodetection. More bandwidth efficiency implies more
wavelengths to be multiplexed and then fewer gaps between them. The consequence is additional
interference due to channels with closer transmission wavelengths (Fig. 2).
Let consider an access network characterized by an incoherent and non-synchronous direct
sequence OCDMA (DS-OCDMA) system. Each user data rate is given by D= 1/Tb, where Tb is
the bit time duration. Before sending the users data over the optic fiber, each user data is spread
by the destination allocated optical orthogonal code sequence called OOC [16], defined by four
parameters (F, W, ha, hc). F is the length of the code; it can be calculated as the ratio of Tb / Tc.
This means that an OOC sequence is composed of F pulses or "chips". W is the code weight
assuming that W of the F pulse are set to 1. The parameters ha and hc correspond to the auto-and
cross-correlation constraints. It has been shown that the maximum number N of users depending
on W and F in the case of ha=hc=1 is approximated in [17] by:
F‐1
(1)
N
WW‐1

Fig. 4 Conventional Correlation Receiver description (CCR)

Fig.5 : A user Parallel Interference Cancellation receiver (PIC)

In the case of a same transmission wavelength down to the fiber, the received signal r(t) is the
aggregation of the different user’s signal and the noise since they have been sent at the same
wavelength. After wavelength division demultiplexing, each receiver bloc recovers its dedicated
data depending on the receiver system architecture. Two kinds of receivers are considered in this
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paper.The conventional receiver (Fig. 4) and parallel interference cancellation (PIC) receiver
(Fig.5).
The conventional correlation receiver (CCR) shown in Fig. 4 is known for its simplicity. Its
dedicated data is recovered by multiplying the received signal by the signature corresponding to
its attributed code sequence. Because of the lack of perfect orthogonality with OOC, the receiver
output signal is subject to Multiuser Access Interference (MAI). Then it is integrated over the
code length and compared to a decision threshold ‘‘S’’ in order to estimate the transmitted data.
In the case of a synchronous system, conventional correlation receiver and no wavelength
division multiplexing, the probability of error is given by (2) [18]:
Pe =

1
2

N

∑C

N −1
i

(

i=s

W 2 i
W 2 N −1− i
) (1 −
)
2F
2F

(2)

The PIC receiver is more complex compared to CCR. It is composed of two main blocks. The
first block is identical to the conventional receiver. In the second block, parallel interference
cancellation (PIC) is performed.
Using OCDMA codes at different wavelengths increases the number of active users in the
network. So, the degradation of the performance on a user link could not be only due to the effect
of multiuser access interference (MAI) from the other users operating at the same wavelength but
also from those of adjacent wavelength sources.

3. ANALYTICAL PROBABILITY ERROR EXPRESSIONS
The proposed study aims to be applied to broadband access network where components as LightEmitting Diode with relatively large spectrum could be used. The simultaneous emission of these
optical sources with central wavelength (…, λi +1, λi, λi-1,) in a DWDM (dense WDM)
environment introduces additional interference at the receiver besides of multiple access
interference (MAI). For simplicity,light sources with different wavelength but the same family of
OOC sequence characterized by the quadruple (F, W, ha, hc) are considered. We have assumed
that the system is chip based synchronous and similar family of OOC is used at each transmission
wavelength. The power of a chip ‘‘1’’ is assimilated to unity.

3.1.Analytical probability error expressions with conventional correlation receiver
The conventional correlation receiver structure could be assimilated to two sub blocks where the
contributions of the different sources are supposed separated by using the appropriate filter before
applying the user’s code to extract his data.The variable decision value related to a selected
source at the receiver side using a conventional correlation receiver could be expressed as:
Z i = Z i(1 ) + Z i( 2 / 1 )

(3)

where
N

Z i(1) = W .b i(1) +

∑b ∫
(k )
i

k =2

Tb
0

c k ( t ) c1 ( t ) d t

(4)

is the decision variable component from the targeted source. In the case of only one disturbing
source
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∫
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0

α c k (t ) c1 (t ) d t

(5)

with α ∈ ]0,1[ , the detected disturbing source power level. Expression (5) represents the
resulting component from other sources contribution.
The decoding rule could be expressed as:

     1 

     0

(6)

With the estimated bit and ‘‘S’’ the decision threshold of the receiver. The error probability is
given by:
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The error probability expression yields to:
1 N −1 N
Pe = ∑ ∑ C Nh C Ni −1 p i + h (1 − p ) 2 N − ( h +1+ i )
2 i = 0 h = a ( s −i )

(13)

b
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With 
; N: number of active user of the system; F: length of the code; W: weight of the code;
α(b/a): wavelength multiplexing coefficient.
In the general case of ‘‘p’’ interfering optical sources with αj(j is an integer between 1 and p) the
disturbing sources power level, we get
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In the case of p=5, the worst errorprobability expression derived from (14) could be rewritten as
in [2]:

1
Pe =
2

N −1 N

N

N

N

∑∑∑∑
i=0 u=0 v =0 w=0

h=

∑αC
α

i
N −1
( S − i − 1 u + −1 v − α 2 w )

(15)

α −2

(5 N − (i + u + v + w + h + 1 ) )

* C Nu C Nv C Nw C Nh p i + u + v + w + h (1 − p )
3.2

Analytical probability error expression with PIC receiver

As described in section 2, the PIC receiver could be split into two sub blocks. The received signal
after filtering is dispread by each OOC sequence in order to reproduce the interference of the
undesired users. Supposingthe kth user as the desired one, the N-1 remaining undesired users are
first detected thanks to the conventional correlation receiver (CCR) with a threshold S.
Thereceiver builds and removes the expected MAI of the undesired users sharing the same WDM
channel and then estimates the transmitted bit based on a CCR but with a second threshold S2.The
decision variable for a PIC receiver in the case of two optical sources could be expressed as:
Tb

N

Z = W.b + ∑
k
2

N

Tb
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0
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Where b̂i j is the bit estimated with the first sub block as described in section 2.
The PIC receiver error probability expression yields to:
 1
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WithS2, the threshold of the PIC receiver in the second sub block; < x> the round function and
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4- SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS
This section is dedicated to numerical simulations results of the elaborated analytical expressions
applied to broadband access network with a capacity greater than 40Gbps. The simulations show
the impact of the spectrum width in different casesof WDM with DFB optical sources in 1550 nm
transmission band. In these simulations a dense wavelength division multiplexing is considered
and the gap between two adjacent wavelengths has been set to 0.8 nm. The spectrum bandwidth
of the LASERS has been set to 2 nm. The case of OOCchannel without any WDM is also
considered for comparison purpose.
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New generation access networks might offer at least a capacity over 40Gbps. Depending on the
length ‘‘F’’ of the designed OOC, the chip rate has to be greater than 40*F Gchips/s. In order to
optimize users data rate we have considered a code length of 64 and we have set the code weight
W=2. We get according to (1) an approximately maximum number of users similar to
XPONswhich is 32.
The conventional correlation receiver (CCR) and parallel interference cancellation (PIC) receiver
have been considered in various system configurations.
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Figure 6. DWDM/ OOC channel performance Figure 7. DWDM/ OOC channel performance
with CCR threshold=22
with CCR threshold=23
All the simulation results (Fig.6 … Fig.12) confirm that increasing the number of user decrease
the system performance. They also show that the best error probability performance in any case is
the one without WDM.
All these simulations have pointed out that increasing the number of multiplexed wavelengths
also degrades communication link quality.
Fig. 6 and Fig.7 exhibit DWDM/ OOC channel performance with CCR threshold valuefixed
respectively at 22 and 23. Thesame value of code length and code weight is applied. From these
two simulations results, it can be noticed that increasing the threshold level improves the
communication channel performance. This threshold value also limits the maximum acceptable
number of users at a targeted error probability.
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Figure 8. DWDM/ OOC channel performance
with CCR threshold=24
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Figure 9. DWDM/ OOC channel performance
with CCR threshold=24 and 1nm optical
sources

Fig. 8 and 9 illustrate the effect of spectrum bandwidth. The CCR threshold in both simulations is
24 and the same system configuration is considered except that 2 nm optical source has been
chosen in Fig.8 and 1nm optical source in the case of Fig.9.It can confirm that optical sources
with less spectrum bandwidth at 3dB approximately equal to the gap between the adjacent
multiplexing wavelengths attenuate drastically the impact of DWDM interference. It could be
eliminated with designed optical sources.
In addition, Fig. 8 shows the minimum threshold value which could guarantee a maximum error
probability of 10-12 with 32 users per channel for three multiplexed channels. The maximum
supported number of user by the network is 96.
The impact of code length is depicted by Fig. 10 in comparison with Fig. 8. It shows that longer
code improve the system link quality and capacity. The drawback is that it reduces the maximum
data rate.
It is well known that increasing the code weight might decrease the performance loss since it
introduces more possibility for two chips to be found at the same position.
Fig. 11 simulation results show performance loss for greater code weight at a same fixed
threshold value in comparison with Fig 8. We can remark that the performance decreases since
the maximum number of users set in (1) is exceeded. Figure 8 on the other hand presents better
performance because an appropriate threshold is associated to the code weight. The considered
large spectrum optical sources introduce enough interference.
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Fig. 12 presents the performance comparison results between conventional correlation receiver
and parallel interference (PIC) receiver in the case of DWDM and no WDM. The simulations
results highlight clearly that PIC receiver outperforms CCR receiver. When the number of user
increase, the performance of PIC receiver in case of WDM is closed to CCR receiver without no
DWDM. But it is important to notice that a PIC receiver threshold might be carefully set in order
to get good communication link performance.
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5.CONCLUSION
High data rate transmission in our everyday life has become crucial in access network. Broadband
access network architecture with large spectrum optical sources using OOC family codes indense
wavelength division multiplexing is considered in this paper. The error probability expressions
have been presented and simulated. The performances of the system have been studied as
function of an OOC system and WDM parameters. In order to lower the cost of transceivers, the
main limitations of these WDM/OOC systems could be the spectrum width.Thanks to the various
simulations,the optimal receiver thresholds of both CCR and PIC receivers at a probability error
rate of 10-12based on the number of designed channels and number of users per channel could be
estimated.It has been shown that 1 nm of spectrum width is critical to differentiate the
performance of the system based on the number of multiplexed DWDM channels. Increasing the
length of the user code limits the number of users in the network. Considering a minimum code
weight of 2, the shortest code length in order to get 32 users has been set to 64. From this study,
we have shown with our simulation results that it is possible to increase the number of user in a
PON by using the combined WDM/OOC scheme at the cost of setting the right parameters to
guarantee a good quality of the link.
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